CLARK Hand Pallet Truck GS Pro
Fork outer distance: 525mm load center: 600mm, wheels: double
wheels on rubber, fork prong ground (thickness / width / length)
55/150/1150 mm , Overall length 1550 mm , stroke: 115 mm ,
Capacity 2500 kg

Hydraulic pumps

Frames

Quality design pumps complete with a
special lowering valve allow controlled
rate of descent, and an overload bypass
valve.
x
Galvanized Jacks have Galvanized pumps
and Stainless Steel Jacks have Stainless
pumps. The Heavy Duty Jack pump is
leak proof with overload capacity. The
maintenance free pump features a hard
chrome plated lift cylinder & piston,
quality polyurethane seals & wipers,
and an easy to remove cartridge design.
A unique Pump Piston Dust Cover
prevents damage to the top seal from
dust and debris. New additional foot
release pedal provides operation
versatility.

Rugged heavy duty frames of steel,
galvanized steel or stainless steel are
constructed of one-piece formed
channel, offer light weight and strength.
Heavy Duty Jacks feature reinforced
gussets and reinforced bulkhead
headers which provide increased
strengthened piston seat.

Steering
200 degree pivot action allows greater
maneuverability with polyurethane
wheels, sealed bearings and “ballthrust” steering. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
The Low Profile Jacks have 6” wheels
and the Heavy Duty Jacks have an
articulating axle which allows for level
transport of loads on uneven floors.

Forks
Reinforced forks provide added strength
with tapered ends for easy pallet entry.
Heavy Duty Jacks feature one piece forks
and solid tapered ends for increased
strength.

Handles
Featuring a reinforced base, the springa-matic handle returns to the upright
position automatically. xxxxxxxxxxxxx
The Heavy Duty Jack has a tapered
handle for greater strength.
Control handles have three position
(raise/neutral/ lower) fingertip controls
which are ergonomically designed and
free of pinch points.
The Heavy Duty Jack is designed for left
or right hand operators.

